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In 2020, aphrC researchers pivoted their efforts at a time when local 
expertise was invaluable in driving national responses, and africans 
needed to make their voices heard in driving the narrative about the 
continent.  our  teams are at the forefront of conducting research on 
multiple aspects of the pandemic, as well as  its effects on longstanding 
population and public health issues likely to be exacerbated by the 
pandemic.

What a year 2020 was! Rarely has there been a year filled with so much uncertainty and upheaval,  
from the most significant global health crisis in modern history to an economic crisis, to international 
movements of activism.  as the whole world was  struck by an unexpected and barely-understood 
disease, this uncertainty was compounded by scary and worst-case scenario projections about the 
impact of the CoVId-19 pandemic on the continent of africa.  

lastly, to all our partners, funders and supporters, I wish to express my gratitude for your unwavering 
support for the Center’s vision and for that extra support you accorded us this year. 

We look forward to a more certain future in 2021, a future where the lessons of 2020 will continue to 
shape our work and guide our mission as we strive to build back better. 

the Center will continue to play a central role in generating evidence, supporting decision-making, 
and building the capacity of africans to take on research leadership roles; because, at a time like this, 
the Center’s mission has never been more critical. 

i would like to congratulate the APhRC team of staff and senior 
management who have shown remarkable resilience under 
extraordinary circumstances. Next, i wish to thank the Board 
members who have supported the Center throughout a difficult 
year with their guidance and advice. 

Message from the Board Chair 
patricia Vaughan
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2020 exposed long-standing inequalities in global health, within and between countries. It 
exposed the divide between the haves and have-nots, who wore a mask, who could wash 
their hands with soap and water, who got tested, who had  access to well-equipped hospitals 
and who could get a ventilator if they needed it. More significantly, the pandemic brought to 
the fore whose voices could be heard in the global discourse about the pandemic. african 
institutions and scientists found themselves in an unfamiliar situation of leading the response 
in their countries without international experts - and they rose to the occasion. the Center’s 
experts have driven an unprecedented growth in media engagements and outreach, 
providing critical CoVId-19 response advice to governments and other policy actors. 

I am grateful to the aphrC family which pulled together and supported each other during 
a very difficult time; to the senior management teams that went an extra mile to design and 
implement strategies to keep everyone safe and maintain institutional health; to the board 
that remained engaged and supportive at a time of great anxiety and uncertainty; and to our 
funders and partners for their patience, flexibility and understanding that helped us navigate 
the troubled waters of 2020. 

2020 was an extraordinary year in many respects. It is the year that the whole world was struck by a 
deadly pandemic, the first of its kind in modern history. It was a year that we survived but also the year 
when we dug deep into personal reserves that we did not even know we had.  

by establishing online communications and collaboration platforms, we were able to work with more 
partners in the policy arena at the national and regional level, train many more beneficiaries in our 
short courses, adopt remote data collection approaches, streamline remote working arrangements and 
learn how to stay productive and connected with each other.  Valuable lessons have been learned and 
shared and have left the Center better equipped to navigate a world that needs to pause and reflect on 
inefficient practices that are also harmful to the environment. 

2020 was also the year when many african scientists claimed their voice, determined to shape the 
narrative about africa. as an african research institution, aphrC found itself in a strong position to lend 
its voice to the ongoing discourse on racial justice and decolonizing global health, having long been a 
champion of equitable, mutually beneficial, global-north, global-south partnerships in research. 

in the midst of all the uncertainty and anxiety, the Center started initiatives 
to provide data on COvid-19 in Africa and  continued work in key areas 
of global health to highlight the impact of the pandemic on long-standing 
health and development issues. We also identified opportunities that will 
shape the way the Center works in future in a radically altered world. 

Message from the Executive director
dr. Catherine Kyobutungi



in it Together

Building Resilience Celebrating the Wins

Introduction
In preparing the 2020 annual report, we reflected on a year 
that was like no other. This report therefore highlights, not 
just the Center’s achievements but our experience navigating 
troubled waters. 

Despite the disruption faced globally as the world experienced 
one of the most significant pandemics in modern history, the 
Center emerged  strong. Our story is like a puzzle with four 
interconnected pieces: 

 We are In It Together - that was the realization 
we came to as members of the APHRC family, 
alongside our partners, funders, the communities 
we serve and indeed the whole of humanity

 Collaboration - is not only inevitable but is 
invaluable when you find yourselves in the same 
boat

 Building Resilience - the world has changed and 
we must change with it, if we are to build back 
better; so we built systems for the future

 Celebrating our Wins - there were wins; those 
bright spots in a difficult year; those achievements 
that kept us going; the results of the collective 
efforts of many and we celebrate them. 

The year 2020 gave us the opportunity to demonstrate the 
power and potential of evidence as a driver of change. 

Never has there been a more opportune time for the Center 
to establish the power and value of African experts leading 
conversations about change in Africa. 

We hope you enjoy reading about our journey in 2020 and 
the four pieces of a puzzle woven together in the year of the 
pandemic

Collaboration
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Chapter 1: in it Together
A global pandemic and working remotely precipitated feelings of 
anxiety and isolation from family members, friends and colleagues. 
In unfamiliar territory and faced with the realization  that we are in 
this together, our spirit of togetherness shone through.  

externally, we successfully worked with our 
partners to manage disruptions in their own 
institutions and ensured project delivery, 
while our funders extended a lot of grace and 
flexibility. 

as the world grappled with the virus, collaboration both within 
and outside the Center became paramount. our staff banded 
together to provide both mental and emotional support to each 
other; they ensured that CoVId-19 mitigation measures were 
rapidly developed, deployed, and adhered to, all in an effort to 
safeguard one another. our holistic approach to the wellbeing of 
our staff including mental, vocational, social and emotional health 
- led us to the second place position in the global Center for 
healthy Workplace awards under the sMe category.

the Center has been a loud voice for vaccine equity and equitable 
access for other CoVId-19 prevention supplies and will continue 
to make the case for global, regional and national decisions that 
will ensure greater solidarity in tackling issues that affect the human 
race. 

As the pandemic continued to 
evolve globally, Africa was left 
behind in the race to find the 
materials and resources needed 
to control the virus’ spread within 
its borders. The pandemic has 
brought to the fore long-standing 
inequalities in access to critical 
tools for testing, treating and 
preventing diseases within and 
across countries. 
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Chapter 2: Collaboration
Living through a very disruptive pandemic and realizing that we are 
in it together, requires  unprecedented collaboration.  The year 2020 
also brought with it  enormous opportunities. 

In a landmark step to open gender data up to 
the world, the Center partnered with global 
health 50/50 and the International Center for 
research on Women to launch the world’s most 
comprehensive global public dashboard, under 
the sex, gender and CoVId-19 project. We are 
illustrating clearly how CoVId-19 affects the 
health of men and women differently across the 
globe while dramatically increasing the number 
of countries monitored. 

the Center swiftly adapted to the new normal and pursued a mutual 
and  impact focused outreach strategy with  key policy actors.  We 
deepened our policy focused partnerships and collaboration 
with regional bodies, civil society organizations and the media. 
We ramped up our collaborative efforts with the east african 
Community (eaC), the east african legislative assembly (eala), the 
southern african development Community parliamentary Forum 
(sadC pF) and the West african health organization (Waho) on  
sexual reproductive health and rights (srhr). In addition, building 
on the success of previous engagements with the government of 
Kenya, the Center was designated a research to policy partner for 
the Ministry of Water, sanitation and Irrigation. 

in 2020, we expanded our partnerships 
into all areas of our work. We started 
new partnerships with like minded 
policy research organizations, and 
started new initiatives in COvid-19 
related research while keeping alive 
our research focus on matters that 
continue to be pertinent to the health 
and wellbeing of Africans.
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Chapter 3: Building Resilience
2020 challenged us to re-examine our operational systems and their 
adaptability. 

under the new normal, safety was paramount for 
our staff and in our operations. We established 
new guidelines for conducting research during 
the pandemic, adopted hybrid methods for 
data collection, reprogrammed some projects, 
and embraced the virtual space for training and 
stakeholder engagement. our approach saw 
the Center break new ground in reaching wider 
audiences with evidence, tools, and resources. 
It also saw our work in policy engagement and 
training continue almost unabated.

as we transitioned to working remotely, we expanded our 
online infrastructure, automated more administrative processes 
and banked on innovative approaches to keep most of our 
programmatic areas of work going. 

As the year came to a close we were 
delighted to see systems developed 
in response to a crisis become more 
established, opening doors to limitless 
possibilities for communicating, public 
engagement and training in the new 
normal. A quick shift to virtual training 
platforms has led to the development 
of an APhRC virtual Academy that will 
transform the way we offer training. 
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Chapter 4: Celebrating the Wins
In spite of disruptions, remote working and uncertainty, there were 
also many bright spots that the Center was able to celebrate. 

the Center also emerged as one of the top 10 visionaries in the rockefeller 
Food system Vision prize in recognition of our bold idea to address food system 
challenges in Nairobi. our winning team, consisting of members from the Maternal 
and Child Wellbeing unit and policy engagement and Communications division, 
was selected from a pool of more than 1,300 applicants  from 119 countries. 

At a critical moment in global health, APHRC was for the fifth year recognized among leading global  
think tanks in domestic health policy in the 2020 global go to Index report.

This year, the Center celebrated the tenth anniversary of its flagship doctoral training program: 
The Consortium for Advanced Research Training in Africa (CARTA). We took the time to reflect on 
the findings from an evaluation exercise, aimed towards understanding what had been achieved 
since the program’s inception. the evaluation showcased the Carta program’s achievements in 
building  a critical mass of highly trained african scholars at phd level, whilst also instilling a high-level 
commitment from partner universities through implementing innovations learnt through Carta in 
their broader approaches to graduate education. 

but let’s take a look at the numbers;

 seven out of eight partners have included components of the actual curriculum Carta 
uses in their modules, into curricular for post-graduate training at their universities;

 seven of the eight african partners that run phd programmes have now institutionalized 
training of phd supervisors;

 In 2020, we celebrated the award of 10 new doctoral degrees, bringing the number 
of Carta graduates to 97

Our policy engagement efforts with regional bodies resulted in 
advances in the policy debates around sRhR, and supported the 
development of the Kenya sanitation Policy. Our civil society 
partners were at the forefront of advocacy for domestic financing 
for vaccination programs in Kenya, ivory Coast and ghana. 
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here’s a quick overview of some our 2020 key highlights 

57
new projects 

commenced across our 
programmatic areas of 
work during the 2020 

reporting period

(This was an 84% 
increase from 2019)

118
aphrC-led publications: 

118 peer-reviewed 
journal articles, 13 

policy briefs, 5 technical 
reports

(This was a 20%  
increase of from 2019) 

25
Fellowships: 25 new doctoral 
fellowships awarded and 10 

doctoral graduates under Carta

(Since the CARTA program 
begun, 97 fellows have 

completed their doctoral 
degrees)

215
publications by research Fellows: 
215 peer-reviewed journal articles 
published by Carta and addrF 

fellows 

(193 peer-reviewed journal articles 
published by CARTA fellows, and 22 

published by ADDRF fellows)

438
registered 438 participants in 
our short course workshops 

under the training unit

 (this is the highest number 
of trainees recorded in a 

year and an increase of 39% 
from 2019)
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sources of income

income Breakdown

2020 income 

76.6%
restricted Income

23.4%
unrestricted Income

2020 Income

$16,116,865

2019 Income

$18,560,531

$16,116,865

Expenditure Breakdown

sources of Expenditure

surplus

2020 Expenditure

77.5%
restricted expenditure

22.5%
unrestricted expenditure

2020 expenditure

$15,773,886

2019 expenditure

$18,421,779

$15,773,886financials
Our Center’s commitment to transparency and accountability has led to consistent unqualified 
audits, even as we implement our largest-ever and most diverse portfolio of projects. Despite a 
challenging year that called for adjustments in operational budgets and constant evaluation of the 
Center’s financial health in the pandemic, we pulled through safely, albeit with a discernible decline 
in income and expenditure compared to 2019. 

Take a look!
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2020 Assets

Total Assets

48.9%
Non Current assets

51.1%
Current assets

2020 assets

$26,790,986

2019 assets

$28,819,798

$26,790,986

Assets

Current Assets

Non Current Assets

funds Balances & Liabilities

Total fund Balances and Liabilities

Liabilities

fund Balances

54.8%
Fund balances

45.2%
total liabilites

2020 Fund balances & liabilities

$26,790,986

2019 Fund balances & liabilities

$28,819,798

$26,790,986
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africa research excellence Fund (areF)
african academy of sciences (aas)
bill & Melinda gates Foundation
british academy
Canadian International development agency- Canadian 
Network of Maternal and Child health (CIda-CanMNCh)
Cardiff university
Carnegie Corporation
Children’s Investment Fund Foundation (CIFF)
Comic relief
daad: german academic exchange service
danish International development agency
department for International development (dFId)
echidna giving
economic and social research Council (esrC)
elMa philanthropies
engineering and physical sciences research Council
episcopal relief development (erd)
european union/Commission (eu)
global Challenges research Fund (gCrF)
hewlett Foundation
hivos
International development research Center (IdrC) 
International Union for the Scientific Study of Population 
(Iussp)
Mastercard Foundation
Medicines for Malaria Venture (MMV)
National human genome research Institute -NIh
National Institute for health research (NIhr)
National Institutes of health (NIh)

Network of african science academies (NasaC)
overseas development Institute (odI)
oxfam International
pharm access
pivotal Ventures
Sanofi Foundation
seo amsterdam
stichting Foundation
swedish research Council
the david and lucile packard Foundation
the Ford Foundation
the rockefeller Foundation
the royal society
the susan thompson buffett Foundation
the swedish International development agency (sIda)
uK Medical research Council (MrC)
uK research and Innovation (uKrI)
uN Women
united Nations Children’s Fund (uNICeF)
United Nations Office for Project Services
united states agency for International development 
(usaId)
uppsala Monitoring Center (uMC)
Wellcome trust
Wellspring philanthropic Fund (WpF)
William and Flora hewlett Foundation
World health organisation (Who)

3ie
academy for health development 
(ahead), Nigeria
afdb and ‘aICs thinking partners’
aFIdep
african school of economics through 
Institute of empirical research in the 
political economy, benin
african union development agency, 
south africa
agency for research and development 
Initiative
ardhi university
busara Center for behavioral 
economics, Kenya
Cardiff university
Centre de recherche en santé de 
Nouna (CrsN)-burkina Faso 
Coalition of Ngos in health (gCNh)
Columbia university
Community health Center busabala
Community health partners
drexel university
duke university
east, Central and southern africa 
health Community 
ebony state university
economic policy research Centre
elimu Yetu Coalition 
ese:o, santiago, Chile                                          
Fawe senegal
FeNos-CI
guttmacher Institute 
hakielimu
harvard university
health Ngos Network (heNNet)
hope for Future generations (hFFg), 
ghana 
hrp alliance research grantees
I-day uganda
Ifakara health Institute
Independent university, bangladesh
Institut supérieur des sciences de la 

population (Issp)
Institute for public Finance Kenya
International Center of research on 
Women (ICrW)
John hopkins university
Jimma university,  ethiopia 
Katiba Institute
Kenya paediatric research Consortium
Kidogo Innovations
Kwame Nkrumah university of science 
and technology 
lancaster university
langata hospital
liverpool school of tropical Medicine
london school of hygiene and tropical 
Medicine
loughborough university
luke university
lund university
lVCt health
Makerere university
Malawi polytechnic
Marie stopes Kenya
Mazingira Institute
MeIru
Melchizedek hospital
Miss Koch
National research Institute for 
sustainable development
Newcastle university
National Institute for Medical research, 
tanzania
North-West university
partners in population and 
Development Africa Regional Office 
(ppd–aro)
pharm access
population Council
raising Voices uganda
science africa
seNd ghana
sIdareC
slum tV

sluMChIld Foundation
southern hemisphere
st. John’s hospital githurai
stellenbosch university
tenMet
the aga Khan university
the College of William and Mary
the ghana health service to 
Community empowerment and Media 
Initiative (CeMI-K)
triggerise
uganda society for disabled Children
united Nations university
university College london 
university of amsterdam
university of Cape town
university of California, berkeley 
university of dodoma 
university of ghana
university of health and allied sciences
university of Ibadan
university of Iowa
university of Keele
university of Kwazulu-Natal 
university of Manitoba
university of Maryland
university of ouagadougo
university of oxford
university of Queensland
university of rwanda 
university of south Carolina
university of swansea
university of twente
university of the Witwatersrand
university of Warwick
university of Western Cape 
university of Zambia
u-tena Youth organization
Val partners
Wateraid, east africa
Well Made strategy
Well told story
York university

funders
To our funders, we thank you for standing in solidarity with us and extending the financial 
flexibility needed to make necessary adjustments in our programmatic areas of work. 

Partners
To our partners, your belief in the true spirit of collaboration transcended many obstacles. With your 
support,  we explored new frontiers,  and with a collective voice, we have worked towards what 
matters most for the African people. 



Contact us
african population and health research Center
p.o. box 10787-00100
aphrC Campus, Kitisuru, Nairobi, Kenya
Email: info@aphrc.org
Telephone: +254 (20) 400 1000, 266 244, or 266 255
Mobile: +254 722 205 933, 733 410 102
+254 (20) 400 1101


